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The foundations of this thesis exploration stems from the need for a holistic, systems approach in engaging with the issue of affordability of housing.
There exists an argument for the consideration of the broader issues which may impact members of low to moderate income. Ecological, economic and
social issues are intrinsic and interrelated when pursuing a high quality of living that is affordable and positively contributive to the environment. The
word ‘eco’, possesses its roots in the greek word, ‘oikos’ which translates to household and that the ideal household balances both ecology and economy.
The thesis thereby presents a concept for an affordable household expo on an existing carparking lot in Coburg. The following outlines the conceptual
framework of this thesis exploration:
•
Implementing a co-operative development model applying the strategy of deliberative development. Single-person households, small-medium
families, as well as students will form the base user group. Relocating farmers will also form target user groups. Moreland Council, CERES , 3000
Acres and the University of Melbourne are opportunistic candidates to be aggregated investors in this expo, enabling significant support for future
residents.
•
•
•

Promote urban agriculture, specifically polyculture (deliberative planting of complimentary species to enhance yield). Enable upscaling for the
benefit of the wider community
Establish support ecosystems such as bee farming, educating residents as well as the wider community, on the value of bees in the process of food
production.
Utilise the availability of local materials in the development of the architecture, thereby engaging support of local businesses.

•
Implement strategies to produce a healthy indoor environment within which dwells humans, plants and animals.
Research into the city of Moreland revealed several reports suggesting the poor level of access to affordable fruit and vegetables in many suburbs of
Moreland. In the wider context, the research of the Victorian Eco Innovation Lab (VEIL), highlighted the tension between urban expansion for residential
development and its impacts on availability of farmlands in the suburban and rural context. I believe this household expo presents an opportunity to
tackle this tension between dwelling and farming, positioning itself at the centre of Melbourne’s food bowl displaying potential typologies of living and
growing. The proposition of this expo will also force a shift in paradigm upon which the value of car parking is reconsidered by all parties, particularly in
a site which is well serviced by public transport infrastructure. However, a careful consideration of the transition will be implemented to ensure a positive
change in the mindset of the community of Coburg. A proposal which displays the transition of usable land for food production will engage in alternative
benefits to reusing car park spaces, promoting access to healthy food, tackling issues which are usually considered mutually exclusive, setting precedent
for a positive legacy.
In the design of the masterplan, There is an opportunity to create a setting for a food market along the edge of the oval, flanked by ‘food towers’ linking
the primary school onto the site as well a suitable setting for residents to engage with the city oval which is active many times a week. The food towers
are essentially built of glulam beams and columns, stacking space for agriculture (4 x 5m). They act as an avenue for generating additional income as well
as extending the produce to the wider community, improving access to healthy food. Food Towers are strategically placed at the arrival point of all the
primary lane ways, acting as beacons of the Expo site which illuminate at night, enhancing the safety, particularly near the oval, which at, present does
not contain visual permeability at night due to the lack of street lights.
In pursuing the importance of creating public and semi-private open space to facilitate the growing zones, there is deliberate terracing form which
gives focus to towards the oval, its expression acting as a grandstand, whereby rooftop spaces, become extensions of living areas with provision of
greenhouses, for growing as well as spaces such as winter gardens. The roof, forms a reflection of the streetscape above and is appropriately activated
with a rooftop bar and greenhouse to facilitate events which house the entire community. Appropriate linkages between volumes are established via
shaded walkways which is intended to connect shared amenities provided.
The ground floor of the designed apartment building contains key pieces of public amenity which intends to activate public use on site. At the arrival
point of the site is the CO-burg-er and Co. Café which is an establishment dedicated to the service of locally produced food in Coburg. The spaces on
the north side consist of workshop spaces for the use of the residents to cultivate craft. Used furniture can be repaired and recycled by members as
well as put up on display to be sold. A local florist is established with close connections to the food tower which could act as a space for flowers to be
grown. To the south, I have proposed a bike shop, workshop and storage. A child care remains the central focus of this apartment block on ground, with
a secured courtyard for a children’s playground to which the apartments above provide passive surveillance. There is also a chicken coop provided as
well as on-grade agriculture to help engage children in the lifestyle of self sustained living, as well as their families. In exploring co housing typologies,
there is an exploration in the different levels of shared amenity and attempted to form relationships and narratives of different user groups through
architecture and materiality.
Architects are required to take more and more caution to the materials selected, not only for its aesthetic impression but for its positive contribution
to the health of human beings who manufacture, assemble and occupy the spaces. In approaching a responsible use of materials, a survey of the site
was conducted to deduce the relevant material manufacturers which in-turn formed a key influence of the material palette being implemented in the
architecture. These suppliers operate within 10 kilometers of the site and as such are ideal as there are significant benefits in construction time as well
as embodied energy caused by transport of materials. A thorough analysis of projects which certify as “Living Buildings” was made to understand and
select alternatives to standard conventional materials which may be considered to be negative for human health. Floor finishes were considered for its
ease of maintenance. Timber floor boards are finished with a polywhey coating which is derived from milk waste and is designed to be maintenance free.
Elements ranging from the insulation (Fleece wool insulation) to the glue (Polyurethane engineered lumber adhesive) used to laminate the CLT panels
were considered to ensure positive human health outcomes. PVC piping and tubing are substituted with recyclable HDPE elements. Prefabricated window
elements were generated from HDPE - timber composite elements to ensure durability as well as recyclability post demolition. Mercury free LED light
fixtures are intended to be selected. Doors and windows are sealed with Tremco Expanding Gasket Tape which is a suitable alternative to conventional
spray foam seals. The use of brick is significant in the architecture as well as the paved surfaces of the masterplan. There is a strong level of consistency in
brick surfaces within the rest of the site and its context. The proposed apartment building aims to ensure that this consistency is maintained to blend the
large-scaled apartment development against the current typologies. Furthermore, the availability of recycled brick locally is another important driver as it
will likely speed up construction, reduce costs of production as well as the environmental benefits of taking advantage of the long shelf-life of brickwork.
The use of Cross-laminated timber is significant in the European continent. This thesis utilises previous research undertaken at TU Delft by the author,
in an attempt to import the benefits of cross-laminated timber in Australian homes. The material offers a significant alternative to the use of steel and
poses significant benefits in promoting a sense of visual biophilia due to its natural finish which does not require additional layers. Certain aspects of CLT
are noteworthy such as its ability to consist of layers independently sourced, particularly from recycled sources, which present a metaphor for the various
residents who will come together and reside in this development.
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